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ABSTRACT
The volume of oats marketed has declined in recent years, and interregional
movements are relatively small in comparison to those of other major grains.
Nevertheless, moving the crop from its highly concentrated production region
to points where it is used requires a significant transportation capacity. To
provide a basis for policy and investment decisions affecting the U.S. grain
transportation system, detailed information on movements of oats and other
grains during 1977 was collected from 3, 500 grain merchandising, processing,
and exporting firms in 41 states. Survey data on receipts and shipments for
each state or substate area were expanded to represent total volumes for those
areas and were verified by comparison with information from secondary
sources. The data, which represent the most comprehensive and accurate
information available on movements of oats, are presented and summarized in
this bulletin.
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Preface
The research reported in this bulletin is the first effort ever made to
survey grain shippers and receivers nationwide; it is the most compre-
hensive study of grain movements ever conducted. Members of the
technical committees, including representatives of Agricultural Experi-
ment Stations in 25 states, assisted in conducting an industry survey
to collect flow data for wheat, corn, soybeans, sorghum, oats, barley,
and rye. In addition, surveys were conducted in 16 other states through
contracts with 15 universities located in those states. The industry sur-
veys were coordinated by Lowell D. Hill, Department of Agricultural
Economics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The data were
tabulated and summarized under the supervision of Mack N. Leath,
Economics and Statistics Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. The
success of this research project is due to the cooperation of thousands
of grain marketing firms and the efforts of researchers in the many par-
ticipating states.
The research was funded in part through contract DACW 72-78-C-0005
with the Institute of Water Resources, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Supplemental support was provided by the Federal Railroad Adminis-
tration of the U.S. Department of Transportation, the Maritime Admin-
istration of the U.S. Department of Commerce, and the St. Lawrence
Seaway Development Corporation. Administration of grant funds was
coordinated by Lowell D. Hill, University of Illinois at Urbana-Cham-
paign.
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Oat Movements in the United States
Interregional Flow Patterns and Transportation Requirements in 1977
INTRODUCTION
Information about the origin and destination of
grain produced in the United States and about the
modes of transportation used to convey it is impor-
tant for many policy and investment decisions.
Although data on the quantities of grains shipped
abroad from each port are available and statistics
on the amount of grain shipped on the inland water-
ways are published annually, little information has
been available that can be used to match origins
with destinations and to identify the mode of trans-
portation used.
Through personal interviews with over 3,500
grain merchandisers, processors, and exporters
throughout the United States, data on origins, des-
tinations, and transport modes have now been
assembled for corn, wheat, soybeans, sorghum,
oats, barley, and rye. This publication summarizes
the data for oats. Other publications in this series
provide similar information for the other grains.
Oats are the third most important feed grain
produced in the United States. Although annual
production has averaged about 600 million bushels
in recent years, the total supply available decreased
each year during the 1970s except for 1977-78
(Table 1). The amount of oats used for human con-
sumption during that decade was nearly constant
at about 42 million bushels annually. The amount
used for seed is almost totally a function of the
acreage planted; it has accounted for about 40
million bushels annually.
The principal domestic use of oats is for livestock
feed. The amount used varies greatly from year to
year in response to changes in the relative price
and supply of oats as compared to other feed grains.
During the 1970s, the annual usage for feed generally
exceeded 500 million bushels.
The smallest and most unstable component of the
annual demand for oats has been the export de-
mand. Export shipments of oats decreased from
57 million bushels in 1973-74 to an estimated 4
Table 1. Oat Supply and Distribution in the United States for Marketing Years from 1970-71 to 1979-80
Supply
million bushels in 1979-80. Exports have averaged
only 10 million bushels annually during the market-
ing years from 1975-76 to 1979-80.
The volume of oats that must be transported is
relatively small in comparison with other grains.
Oats are less dense (more bulky) than other grains
and consequently are usually processed or fed to
livestock near the area where they are produced.
Oat production is concentrated in the northern Great
Plains and the western Corn Belt (Figure 1). The area
of concentrated production extends from eastern
South Dakota to Lake Michigan.
In 1977, oat production in the U.S. totaled 753
million bushels. Minnesota and South Dakota pro-
duced 302 million bushels, two-fifths of U.S. pro-
duction (Table 2). Iowa and Wisconsin accounted
for another fifth of the U.S. total. In contrast to the
other major feed grains, over 60 percent of the oats
produced in 1977 were used for seed and livestock
feed on the farms where they were produced; less
than 300,000 bushels were sold from farms. Sales
by farmers in Minnesota and South Dakota alone
accounted for almost 49 percent of all such sales
in 1977.
PURPOSE OF STUDY
Analysis of grain flow patterns can reveal the geo-
graphical nature of grain markets and the types of
transportation services required by the grain indus-
try. This information is useful to grain firms in iden-
tifying additional marketing opportunities and in
making decisions about where to locate new han-
dling, storage, and processing facilities.
Of equal importance is the value of this informa-
tion to those who set federal and state transporta-
tion policies. The formulation of rational grain
transportation policies depends upon knowledge
of existing grain flows and associated transportation
modes. In many situations, firms or public agencies
make decisions affecting the production, storage,
and transportation of grain without adequate infor-
mation about grain distribution patterns and the
demands that those decisions will place on the vari-
ous transportation modes. The objectives of this
study were:
1. To determine the volume of oats mov-
ing between various origins and destinations
Figure 1. Acreages of oats harvested in 1974.
1 Dot = 5,000 Acres
U.S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of the Census
2. To determine the extent to which the various
transportation modes are employed in the
movement of oats in the U.S.
METHODOLOGY
For the purposes of this study, the United States
was divided into 132 numbered regions and 31
ports, as shown in Figure 2. Data for the 31 ports
were aggregated into 13 port areas located in four
major export regions. The specific ports included
in each port area are listed with their identifying
numbers in Table 3.
Flow data for oats were collected for the 1977 cal-
endar year primarily through personal interviews
with representatives of grain handling, storage, and
processing firms in 41 states. The firms from which
data were obtained included country elevators, in-
land terminal elevators, river terminal elevators,
feed manufacturers, export elevators, commercial
feedlots, and processors. A representative from each
state's Agricultural Experiment Station was respon-
sible for drawing the sample and conducting the
interviews.
The sampling of inland grain elevators in the
particular state was carried out by listing the ele-
vators in descending order of storage capacity.
Starting with the largest, elevators were added to
the sample until the total of their storage capacities
was equal to at least 25 percent of the inland eleva-
tor storage capacity in that state. Not less than 10
percent of the remaining elevators were then selected
at random. For river elevators the procedure was
simpler: a minimum of 50 percent of the elevators
were selected by random sampling.
Feed manufacturing firms in each state were ar-
rayed on the basis of their production capacity.
Starting with the largest, feed firms on the list were
added to the sample until the total of their produc-
tion capacities equalled or exceeded 10 percent of
the total feed manufacturing capacity in the state.
Ten percent or more of the remaining firms were
then selected at random and included in the sample.
All exporters and processors were included in the
interviews.* Data based on random samples were
expanded in proportion to the sampling rate to con-
vert the data into estimates for the entire region or
state.
The same types of information were gathered
from all of the grain handlers and processors inter-
viewed. Each firm was asked to identify the volume
of oats that it received from each region and
Table 2. Production, Farm Use, and Sales of Oats by State
for the 1977 Crop
State
Oats
produced"
Amount used
on farms
where
produced''
Amount
sold"
thousands of bushels
Alabama 1,190 642 548
Arkansas 3,500 1,015 2,485
California 4,590 643 3,947
Colorado 1,473 899 574
Florida 540 362 178
Georgia 2,750 1,402 1,348
Idaho 2,565 1,411 1,154
Illinois 20,435 11,852 8,583
Indiana 6,360 3,498 2,862
Iowa 82,350 55,174 27,176
Kansas 9,450 6,709 2,741
Kentucky 315 243 72
Louisiana 378 249 129
Maine 1,750 385 1,365
Maryland 1,080 864 216
Michigan 18,700 7,293 11,407
Minnesota 161,840 82,538 79,302
Mississippi 585 363 222
Missouri 7,250 6,162 1,088
Montana 5,000 3,550 1 ,450
Nebraska 40,600 26,390 14,210
Nevada 220 161 59
New Jersey 387 271 116
New York 15,370 9,837 5,533
North Carolina .. 3,150 1,984 1,166
North Dakota .... 60,000 39,600 20,400
Ohio 21,830 12,225 9,605
Oklahoma 5,980 4,066 1,914
Oregon 5,200 1,508 3,692
Pennsylvania.... 18,550 14,283 4,267
South Carolina .. 2,530 1,316 1,214
South Dakota ...140,400 75,816 64,584
Tennessee 645 406 239
Texas 24,000 16,320 7,680
Utah 550 396 154
Virginia 1,276 957 319
Washington 1,505 813 692
West Virginia 492 454 38
Wisconsin 76,050 63,882 1 2,1 68
Wyoming 1,938 1,280 658
U.S. total 752,774 457,219 295,555
Production data, obtained from Field Crops: Estimates by
*
Only one major processor did not provide data for the study.
Data on receipts by that firm were estimated from information
furnished by shippers.
tics Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture (December,
1980), p. 20.
" Farm use and sale data taken from F/e/d Crops: Producf/on,
Disposition, Value, 1977-78, Crop Reporting Board, Eco-
nomics and Statistics Service, U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, CrPr 1(79) (April 11, 1979), p. 7. These data were adjusted
proportionately in states for which the data on quantity pro-
duced were revised in December, 1980.

Table 3. Export Regions, Port Areas, and the Ports Included in Each Area
Export region
the volume received by each mode of transporta-
tion. The firms were also asked to identify each re-
gion or port area for which their shipments were
destined and the quantity shipped by each mode.
Agricultural Experiment Station representatives
verified the accuracy of the data collected, expanded
the sample data to state totals, and delivered the
summary data for each grain and for every substate
region to the U.S. Department of Agriculture for
processing. As receivers' and shippers' data were
tabulated, the Experiment Station representative
in each state checked any discrepancies to identify
potential data errors and to arrive at a single num-
ber for each origin-destination pair. Insofar as pos-
sible, the state representatives checked the data for
each shipment to ascertain that they were consis-
tent and logical.
VERIFICATION OF DATA
The accuracy of the data on the volume of oats
shipped between the various origins and destina-
tions by each mode of transportation was verified
by several direct and indirect comparisons with data
from other sources. One indirect check was made
by totaling interstate shipments and subtracting
from that value the total of interstate receipts for
each state to determine how closely the results
agreed with the surplus or deficit calculated for the
state.* Exact correspondence was not expected since
the quantities used by livestock feeders and proces-
sors were estimated rather than determined from
actual consumption data. Any major discrepancies,
however, were investigated to verify that they did
not indicate significant errors in the survey data.
A second check on total volume was made by
comparing total receipts at each port with official
data on inspections for export as published by the
Market News Service of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (Table 4). Because there were few op-
portunities for either set of data to miss significant
volumes, these numbers compared very closely.
Discrepancies between receipts and exports at some
of the port areas were explained by shipments to
domestic destinations from export elevators, ship-
ments to processing plants located in the port area,
and changes in inventory between the beginning
and end of the year. There were, however, some
unexplained differences between export shipments
Table 4. Comparison of 1977 Oat Receipts, Shipments, and
Inspections for Export at Various Port Areas
Port area"
Table 5. Comparison of 1977 Waterway Movements of Oats
in the U.S. as Reported by Survey Respondents and
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Originating
state
Destination
state
Survey
results
Corps of
Engineers
data"
Alabama Tennessee
thousands of bushels
94
Illinois
Table 6. Comparison of 1977 Rail Movements of Oats as Reported by Survey Respondents and as Estimated
from the 1 Percent Waybill Sample
Originating
state
Table 6 continued
Originating
State
10
Table 6 continued
Originating
state
11
Table 7 continued
Originating
state
12
Several states reported sizeable interstate truck
shipments. Most of these shipments moved rela-
tively short distances to adjacent states, where some
of the grain was used by feed processors and some
was stored in terminal elevators and later reshipped
to other destinations.
Barges carried only 12 percent of the oats shipped
across state lines. Minnesota originated over three-
fourths of the total volume shipped in the U.S.
by barge. Several southeastern states were impor-
tant destinations for Minnesota's barge shipments
and also for those originating in Illinois and Iowa.
Table 8. 1977 Interstate Shipments of Oats for Each State and Mode of Transportation
Originating
state
Mode of transportation
Rail Truck Barge
Farm
truck"
Alabama 778
Percentage of total volume 48.8 37.6 12.0
1,690
1.6
Total
thousands of bushels
609
Arkansas 50 2,591
Colorado 24
Florida 72 196
Georgia 23
Idaho 240
Illinois 828 487 624 41
Indiana 29 179
Iowa 3,277 3,917 968
Kentucky 446 1 50
Louisiana 20 1,229
Maine 194 000
Maryland 2
Michigan 4,078 2,004
Minnesota 1 2,964 6,450 9,81 9* 26
Mississippi 183 341
Missouri 853 29
Montana 568 569
Nebraska 4,310 3,206 1,594
New York 44 70
North Carolina 384 000
North Dakota 6,209 5,596
Ohio 5,970 3,048
Oregon 1 ,058 4,470
Pennsylvania 51
South Carolina 81 771 5
South Dakota 8,248 4,430
Tennessee 573 108
Texas 18
Utah 75 276
Virginia 70
Washington 1 52
Wisconsin 493 601 0" 12
Wyoming 12
Total volume
..52,118 40,195 12,790
1,387
2,641
24
268
23
240
1,980
208
8,162
596
1,249
194
2
6,082
29,259
524
882
1,137
9,110
114
384
11,805
9,018
5,528
51
857
12,678
681
18
351
70
152
1,106
12
106,793
100.0
Note: These data include shipments to port cities but not exports to destinations outside the United States.
Movements to ports from each state are shown in Table 10.
This column reports sales by elevators to farmers located in other states. Not all states included farm sales in
their survey questionnaires, so these data are incomplete and underestimate total shipments to farmers.
6
Barge shipments from Wisconsin are included with shipments from Minnesota to avoid disclosure of individual
firms' operations.
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About one-third of the oats shipped to Louisiana
by barge were later reshipped to Florida.
The volume of oats received in each state from
other states is shown in Table 9. Minnesota (in-
cluding the Duluth-Superior port area) was the
predominant destination. Minnesota and Wisconsin
were the most important markets in the Midwest,
whereas Pennsylvania and Louisiana were the lead-
ing markets in the East and South, respectively.
Other states receiving more than 5 million bushels
from interstate origins were California, Kentucky,
Missouri, and Oklahoma.
Movements to Ports
Table 10 shows the amount of oats that moved to
port locations from each of the originating states
by the three modes of commercial transportation.
Figure 4 illustrates the pattern of these movements.
Almost two-thirds of the volume of oats that moved
to ports originated in Minnesota and North Dakota.
Receipts at the Great Lakes export region accounted
for about 58 percent of the total amount received
by all ports. Nearly 48 percent of the oats shipped
to ports went by rail, and Minnesota and North
Dakota originated the largest volume of rail ship-
ments. Iowa shipped a significant amount by rail
and ranked third among all states that originated
rail shipments of oats to port regions. Thirty-four
percent of the oats shipped to port regions went by
truck. Oregon shipped the largest amount by truck,
accounting for over 39 percent of the 7 million bushels
that moved by truck to ports. Less than four million
bushels were shipped by barge to export regions;
about 86 percent of that amount originated in Minne-
sota.
Figure 5 shows each state's share of the total
volume of oats shipped to export regions. Minne-
sota shipped the greatest amount, originating 39.5
percent of the total volume. North Dakota and Oregon
also shipped significant volumes, ranking second
and third, respectively, among states that shipped
oats to port areas. Together, these two states ac-
counted for over one-third of the total volume moving
to export locations.
An estimated 20 million bushels of oats were
received at all port areas in 1977, of which 8.3
million bushels were inspected for export. (Table 11).
The remainder was processed, reshipped to other
destinations, or retained as increased inventory at
port elevators. About 96 percent of the oat exports
were handled by port elevators in the Great Lakes
region, and Duluth-Superior, the principal port
area for oat exports, accounted for all of that volume.
The Louisiana Gulf area ranked second in volume;
324,000 bushels were inspected for export in that
area.
Foreign Destinations for U.S. Exports
Oats shipped from the various origins to a specific
port area are commingled at the port elevator. It is
not possible to trace the movement of oats from a
particular state through the port system to their
final destination, and therefore no attempt was
made to determine whether a particular ocean vessel
was loaded with, for example, Minnesota oats or
North Dakota oats. It is nonetheless of interest to
examine one more link in the market chain that con-
nects U.S. farmers with foreign feeders and proces-
sors.
The destination countries for oats exported from
the major export regions of the United States are
shown in Table 12. In 1977, the Federal Republic
of Germany (West Germany) purchased 4.7 million
bushels, or over 56 percent of the total volume ex-
ported, making that nation the leading buyer of U.S.
oats. The Netherlands, the next largest buyer, re-
ceived about 1.8 million bushels in 1977. All other
purchasing nations received less than 1 million
bushels each.
RECEIPTS AND SHIPMENTS BY AREA
Estimates of the flow of oats by each mode of trans-
portation and for every study region are presented
in Tables 13-159. Receipts and shipments at each
port area are listed in Tables 160-169. Data for sub-
state areas were aggregated into totals for an entire
state in cases where volumes were small or where
publishing the data for a substate area would have
revealed the operations of an individual firm. These
estimates represent the most comprehensive and
best data available on the volume of oats transported
between each of the regions of the United States.
A detailed study of the flows will likely lead some
readers to the conclusion there are inefficiencies in
the shipment of oats among states. Shipping oats
in both directions between two states is one example
of an apparent inefficiency in the marketing pattern.
However, most of the shipments reported in this
study reflect sellers' attempts to take advantage of
profitable marketing opportunities that occur at
a particular moment. It is not possible to provide a
rationale for all of the movements without complete
14
Table 9. 1977 Interstate Receipts of Oats for Each State and Mode of Transportation
Destination
state
Mode of transportation
Rail Truck Barge
Total
Alabama 48 225
Arizona 164
Arkansas 347 1 5
California 1 ,003 5,297
Colorado 45 6
Connecticut 594
Florida 789 182
Georgia 803 872
Illinois 346 725
Indiana 14 1 ,594
Iowa 1 ,842 1 ,499
Kansas 37 8
Kentucky 290 1,157
Louisiana 1 ,966 1 ,863
Maine 975
Maryland 35
Massachusetts 13
Michigan 3
Minnesota 13,558 5,937
Mississippi 814 187
Missouri 2,772 2,91 7
Nebraska 222 336
New Jersey 45
New York 11 10
North Carolina 1,108 533
Ohio 867 731
Oklahoma 1,103 4,998
Oregon 80
Pennsylvania 1 1,100 3,537
South Carolina 293 81
Tennessee 1 ,337 235
Texas 1,797 1,158
Utah 240 1 63
Vermont 1 ,672 363
Virginia 1 ,743 1 99
Washington 1 88 655
Wisconsin 4,251 4,728
Wyoming 58 42
Total volume . . . .52,268 40,558
thousands of bushels
1,976
Percentage of total volume 47.3 36.7
1,391
1,843
3,506
1,363
642
110
150
1,809
12,790
11.6
51
1,149
38
1,905
29
230
342
314
374
329
5
16
12
119
4,913
4.4
2,249
164
362
6,300
51
594
2,362
1,726
1,071
2,757
3,379
45
5,195
7,335
975
64
13
3
19,725
2,364
6,331
900
45
131
1,641
2,062
6,101
454
14,966
379
3.397
2,955
403
2,047
1,942
843
9,098
100
110,529
100.0
Note: Receipts at port cities are included in the data for the respective states. The receipts reported here also include
150,000 bushels imported by rail and 363,000 bushels shipped by truck from Canada.
" This column shows elevator receipts in each state from farmers located in other states as reported by elevators
in the receiving states.
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Table 10. 1977 Movements of Oats to Points of Export for Each Originating State by Four Modes of Transportation
Originating
state
16
Figure 5. Percentage of 1977 oat movements to export regions from each
originating state.
*
Excludes quantities reshipped
from Great Lakes port areas
to other port areas.
Table 11. 1977 Receipts of Oats at Port Areas by Each Mode of Transportation
Export region
and
port area
17
knowledge of daily price and transportation rela-
tionships. Local supply and demand vary throughout
the marketing year, and buyers constantly seek the
most economical supply source. Changes in sup-
plies, demands, and transportation costs result in
Table 12. 1977 Exports of U.S. Oats by Export Region
and Destination
Destination
Export region"
Great
Lakes
Gulf
Total
thousands of bushels
Belgium
18
TABLE 13. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2607, ALABAMA
ORIGINATING
19
TABLE 15. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2B08r ALABAMA
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
: : : FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK I BARGE : TRUCK
1903
Z25G
2270
2400
2G08
2705
2801
INDIANA
ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS
TENNESSEE
ALABAMA
MINNESOTA
IOWA
TOTAL VOLUME
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
3
20
TABLE 17. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 4400, ARIZONA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA : I : FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK I BARGE I TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
3203 NORTH DAKOTA 92 92
3301 SOUTH DAKOTA 48 48
4000 COLORADO 24 24
4400 ARIZONA 215 215
TOTAL VOLUME 379 379
TABLE 18. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 4400, ARIZONA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA : ! : FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK : BARGE I TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
4400 ARIZONA 215 215
TOTAL VOLUME 215 215
TABLE 19. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3005, ARKANSAS
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = s = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = =: = = = = = = = = = = = = =
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA I '. I FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK I BARGE : TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
2802 IOWA 186 000 186
TOTAL VOLUME 186 000 186
21
TABLE 20. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3017, ARKANSAS
nDTf^TMAT T Kir;
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TABLE 23. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 4701, CALIFORNIA
23
TABLE 26. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 4704, CALIFORNIA
nDTHTMATTMn
24
TABLE 29. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 4000, COLORADO
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA : : : FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK : BARGE I TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
4400 ARIZONA 24 24
TOTAL VOLUME 24 24
TABLE 30. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 600, CONNECTICUT
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA I : '. FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK I BARGE : TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
2705 MINNESOTA 594 000 594
TOTAL VOLUME 594 000 594
TABLE 31. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 1700, FLORIDA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA ! I : FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK I BARGE : TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
1400 NORTH CAROLINA 384 000 384
1700 FLORIDA 1494 315 196 2005
1850 OHIO 81 81
2256 ILLINOIS 74 74
2260 ILLINOIS 88 88
2607 ALABAMA 18 50 68
2608 ALABAMA 306 00 306
2705 MINNESOTA 132 132
7302 LOUISIANA GULF 1229 1229
TOTAL VOLUME 2283 497 1391 196 4367
25
TABLE 32. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 1700, FLORIDA
26
TABLE 35. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 1609, GEORGIA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA I ! I FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK I BARGE I TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
1603 GEORGIA 180 180
1609 GEORGIA 312 79 391
2400 TENNESSEE 241 102 343
2608 ALABAMA 228 449 677
2900 MISSOURI 180 180
TOTAL VOLUME 823 863 79 1771
TABLE 36. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 1609, GEORGIA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA I : I FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK I BARGE ! TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
1609 GEORGIA 312 53 365
TOTAL VOLUME 312 53 365
TABLE 37. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 4202, IDAHO
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA : : I FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK I BARGE : TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
4300 UTAH 240 000 240
TOTAL VOLUME 240 000 240
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TABLE 38. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2256, ILLINOIS
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
: : : FARM
RAIL : TRUCK : BARGE : TRUCK
TOTAL
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
2103 WISCONSIN
2256 ILLINOIS
2257 ILLINOIS
2260 ILLINOIS
2705 MINNESOTA
3302 SOUTH DAKOTA
TOTAL VOLUME
28
TABLE 40. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2257, ILLINOIS
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA
29
TABLE 43. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2258, ILLINOIS
rvCTCJT T MAT T Hlvl
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TABLE 4G. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2261, ILLINOIS
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA : : : FARM TOTAL
RAIL ! TRUCK \ BARGE I TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
2261 ILLINOIS 238 468 70S
2803 IOWA 0 003
TOTAL VOLUME 241 468 709
TABLE 47. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2261, ILLINOIS
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
nCTCT T MATT nMUC9 I INHI lUnl
STATE OR PORT AREA I : : FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK I BARGE ! TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
2261 ILLINOIS 238 28 266
2900 MISSOURI 88 88
TOTAL VOLUME 326 28 354
TABLE 48. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2262, ILLINOIS
= = sr: = = = ss: = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = E = = = = = 3 = = = = = =: = = = =
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA '. '. I FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK : BARGE I TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
2262 ILLINOIS 15 15
TOTAL VOLUME 15 15
31
TABLE 49. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM UARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2270, ILLINOIS
ORIGINATING
32
TABLE 51. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 1301, INDIANA
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
: : : FARM
RAIL : TRUCK : BARGE I TRUCK
TOTAL
1850 OHIO
1901 INDIANA
1902 INDIANA
2000 MICHIGAN
2101 WISCONSIN
2103 WISCONSIN
225S ILLINOIS
2705 MINNESOTA
7102 CHICAGO AREA
TOTAL VOLUME
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
33
TABLE 53. 1377 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 1902, INDIANA
no T P T MAT T hi f2
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TABLE 56. 1377 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 1903, INDIANA
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
: FARM
RAIL : TRUCK ! BARGE : TRUCK
TOTAL
1825
1850
1903
2400
2608
OHIO
OHIO
INDIANA
TENNESSEE
ALABAMA
TOTAL VOLUME
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
35
TABLE 58. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS
FIRMS IN AREA 2801
TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
IOWA
mm mmm
n
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TABLE 60. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2802r IOWA
nCTCT TKIAT T n M
37
TABLE 62. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2803, IOWA
r\ C" C Y T KlA T T fT M
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TABLE 65. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2313, KENTUCKY
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA
39
TABLE 68. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3100, LOUISIANA
rn T r* T MATT Kir*
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TABLE 71. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 100, MAINE
ntTCTTMATTDIvl
41
TABLE 74. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 400, MASSACHUSETTS
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
nro T n T KIAT T wnu IT i LI i. IN H I i IN LI
STATE OR PORT AREA I '. I FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK I BARGE I TRUCK
< THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
701 NEW YORK 13 13
TOTAL VOLUME 13 13
TABLE 75. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2000r MICHIGAN
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA : : I FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK : BARGE : TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
2000 MICHIGAN 10 1806 12090 1390G
2802 IOWA 3003
TOTAL VOLUME 10 1809 12090 13909
TABLE 76. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2000, MICHIGAN
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
nCTCT T MAT T flMUCv3l I nHI iUIN
STATE OR PORT AREA I : I FARM TOTAL
RAIL ! TRUCK : BARGE ". TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
100 MAINE
300 VERMONT
703 NEW YORK
901 PENNSYLVANIA
903 PENNSYLVANIA
1850 OHIO
1901 INDIANA
2000 MICHIGAN
2319 KENTUCKY
2400 TENNESSEE
961
1268
11
1600
10
217
21
4
56
344
500
447
1806
653
961
12B8
15
56
1944
500
447
1816
870
21
TOTAL VOLUME 4088 3810 7898
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TABLE 77. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2701, MINNESOTA
43
TABLE 80. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2702, MINNESOTA
DESTINATION
44
TABLE 83. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2704, MINNESOTA
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
: : FARM
RAIL : TRUCK I BARGE : TRUCK
TOTAL
2703 MINNESOTA
2704 MINNESOTA
2705 MINNESOTA
2801 IOWA
2802 IOWA
TOTAL VOLUME
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
45
TABLE 85. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2705, MINNESOTA
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA
46
TABLE 86. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2705, MINNESOTA
DESTINATION
47
TABLE 87. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2500, MISSISSIPPI
no T r* TMATT Mn
48
TABLE 89. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2900, MISSOURI
ORIGINATING
49
TABLE 91. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3800, MONTANA
50
TABLE 34. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3402, NEBRASKA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA ! I ! FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK : BARGE I TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
3302 SOUTH DAKOTA 12 113 125
TOTAL VOLUME 12 113 125
TABLE 35. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3402, NEBRASKA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA : : : FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK : BARGE : TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
3402 NEBRASKA 000 118 118
TOTAL VOLUME 118 118
TABLE 96. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3403, NEBRASKA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA I m. '. FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK : BARGE : TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
2801 IOWA ISO 107 2G7
3302 SOUTH DAKOTA 222 5 31 258
3403 NEBRASKA 35 692 8048 8775
3405 NEBRASKA 74 74
TOTAL VOLUME 257 931 8186 9374
51
TABLE 97. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3403, NEBRASKA
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA
52
TABLE 99. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3404, NEBRASKA
DESTINATION
53
TABLE 101. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3405, NEBRASKA
DESTINATION
54
TABLE 103. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 701, NEW YORK
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
STATE OR PORT AREA : : : FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK : BARGE I TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
701 NEW YORK 30 106 3932 4069
901 PENNSYLVANIA 001
7101 DULUTH-SUPERIOR 110 110
TOTAL VOLUME 30 107 110 3932 4179
TABLE 104. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 701, NEW YORK
SaiSBXBSasssssssSESSSSSSSSSSSXSSSSSJCSSaXKWBBMBaBBBBWMWaWVWBV
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA I : : FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK I BARGE '. TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
300 VERMONT 10 10
400 MASSACHUSETTS 13 13
701 NEW YORK 30 106 35 171
703 NEW YORK 19 19
903 PENNSYLVANIA 34 57 91
TOTAL VOLUME 74 176 54 304
TABLE 105. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 702, NEW YORK
= =: = = = = =i3 = a = s = = = = = =! = as: = = = sa = = = = 3: = = = = = = = = = s! = = = = B = =: = = = = = s: = j! = = = = a
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA : : '. FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK I BARGE I TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
702 NEW YORK 54 54
TOTAL VOLUME 54 54
55
TABLE 106. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 703, NEW YORK
no T n T MAT T Kin
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TABLE 103. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3201, NORTH DAKOTA
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
: : : FARM
RAIL : TRUCK \ BARGE : TRUCK
TOTAL
3201 NORTH DAKOTA
TOTAL VOLUME
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
45B8 4568000 45G8 4568
TABLE 110. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3201, NORTH DAKOTA
HPCT TWATintvl
57
TABLE
58
TABLE 114. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3203, NORTH DAKOTA
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
RAIL TRUCK BARGE
FARM
TRUCK
TOTAL
2101 WISCONSIN
2705 MINNESOTA
3602 OKLAHOMA
3300 WYOMING
4400 ARIZONA
7101 DULUTH-SUPERIOR
7402 PUGET SOUND
TOTAL VOLUME
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
59
TABLE IIS. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TD VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 1825, OHIO
DESTINATION
60
TABLE 118. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 1850, OHIO
= = = = s = = =:s = = === = = = ==. = = :
r\CT O T" T MAT T OKI
61
TABLE 120. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3602, OKLAHOMA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA : : ; FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK : BARGE ! TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
3202 NORTH DAKOTA 107 382 489
3203 NORTH DAKOTA 116 116
3301 SOUTH DAKOTA 204 422 G26
3302 SOUTH DAKOTA 394 394
3403 NEBRASKA 103 103
3405 NEBRASKA 4S2 1853 2345
3602 OKLAHOMA 35 1746 1781
TOTAL VOLUME 803 3305 1746 5854
TABLE 121. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3602, OKLAHOMA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA I I : FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK : BARGE I TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
3602 OKLAHOMA 35 35
TOTAL VOLUME 35 35
TABLE 122. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3603, OKLAHOMA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA I ! : FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK ! BARGE '. TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
3603 OKLAHOMA 000 1177 1177
TOTAL VOLUME 000 1177 1177
62
TABLE 123. 1377 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3604 , OKLAHOMA
ORIGINATING
63
TABLE 125. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 4S01 , OREGON
64
TABLE 128. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 901, PENNSYLVANIA
n f5 T fl T MAT T M H
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TABLE 131. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 902, PENNSYLVANIA
66
TABLE 133. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 903, PENNSYLVANIA
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
: : : FARM
RAIL : TRUCK : BARGE I TRUCK
TOTAL
703 NEW YORK
800 NEW JERSEY
902 PENNSYLVANIA
903 PENNSYLVANIA
TOTAL VOLUME
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
67
TABLE 135. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS
FIRMS IN AREA 1500, SOUTH CAROLINA
BY
68
TABLE 137. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3301, SOUTH DAKOTA
TABLE 139. 1377 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3302, SOUTH DAKOTA
n
70
TABLE 141. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2400, TENNESSEE
DESTINATION
71
TABLE 144. 1377 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 4300, UTAH
72
TABLE 146. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 300, VERMONT
ORIGINATING
73
TABLE 149. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 1200, VIRGINIA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA I I : FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK : BARGE : TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
1400 NORTH CAROLINA 70 70
TOTAL VOLUME 70 70
TABLE 150. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 4501, WASHINGTON
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA I I : FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK I BARGE : TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
4300 UTAH 75 75
4S01 OREGON 82 474 556
TOTAL VOLUME 157 474 631
TABLE 151. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 4501, WASHINGTON
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA I I I FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK : BARGE ! TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
4601 OREGON 80 80
4701 CALIFORNIA 72 72
TOTAL VOLUME 152 152
74
TABLE 1377 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2101, WISCONSIN
ORIGINATING
75
TABLE 154. 1977 OAT
76
TABLE 156. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 2103, WISCONSIN
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
RAIL : TRUCK BARGE
FARM
TRUCK
TOTAL
2101 WISCONSIN
2102 WISCONSIN
2103 WISCONSIN
2256 ILLINOIS
2705 MINNESOTA
2802 IOWA
2803 IOWA
7101 DULUTH-SUPERIOR
7102 CHICAGO AREA
TOTAL VOLUME
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
TABLE 158. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 3900, WYOMING
77
78
TABLE 1GO. 1977 OAT
FIRMS IN
79
TABLE 162. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 7102, CHICAGO AREA
nRTfiTNIATTNn
80
TABLE 164. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 7301, EAST GULF
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA
:============================:
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
: : : FARM
RAIL I TRUCK BARGE I TRUCK
TOTAL
2801 IOWA
TOTAL VOLUME
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
275 275
275 000 275
TABLE 165. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 7302, LOUISIANA GULF
ORIGINATING
81
TABLE 1B7. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 7401, COLUMBIA RIVER
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
n E> T n TMATT i\inU IX 1 Ll i IN H I i IN LI
STATE OR PORT AREA I I : FARM TOTAL
RAIL I TRUCK : BARGE : TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
4G01 OREGON 137 2730 2GG7
TOTAL VOLUME 137 2730 2867
TABLE 168. 1977 OAT RECEIPTS FROM VARIOUS ORIGINS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 7402, PUGET SOUND
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
ORIGINATING
STATE OR PORT AREA I I '. FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK I BARGE I TRUCK
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
3201 NORTH DAKOTA 29 23
3202 NORTH DAKOTA 2 47 49
3203 NORTH DAKOTA 134 134
TOTAL VOLUME 31 181 212
TABLE 169. 1977 OAT SHIPMENTS TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS BY
FIRMS IN AREA 7402, PUGET SOUND
MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
DESTINATION
STATE OR PORT AREA I I J FARM TOTAL
RAIL : TRUCK : BARGE I TRUCK
. . -* . . . . . . . . ___-*.___-._ __
(THOUSANDS OF BUSHELS)
3000 EXPORT 192 192
TOTAL VOLUME 192 192
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